Assessment & Feedback Futures Conference

MORNING

- Welcome & Introduction by Prof. Paul Johnson, Vice-Chancellor
- Challenges of the New Assessment Context - Presentation by Prof. David Boud (University of Technology Sydney)
- Launch of UWA’s New Assessment Policy - Prof. Grady Venville, Dean of Coursework Studies
- Transforming Assessment & Exams with Technology - Presentation by Dr. Mathew Hillier (Monash University)

AFTERNOON

- Panel Discussions with UWA Students & Carpe Diem Workshop Participants
- Feedback Ain’t Feedback Without an Effect on Learning - Presentation by Prof. David Boud
- Exploring e-Exams Technology - Workshop by Dr. Mathew Hillier
- Becoming a Transformer - Conversations about the Future of Assessment & Feedback with CEF Learning Technologists
- Aligning LMS Tools with Your Feedback & Assessment Goals - Workshop by CEF Learning Technologists
- Round-up of Assessment & Feedback Futures at UWA - Prof. Gilly Salmon

Register now via uwa-affc.eventbrite.com.au